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Pioneers of the Field

Focusing on the crucial contributions of women researchers, Andrew
Bank demonstrates that the modern school of social anthropology in
South Africa was uniquely female-dominated. The book traces the
personal and intellectual histories of six remarkable women through
the use of a rich cocktail of new archival sources, including family
photographs, private and professional correspondence, ﬁeld-notes and
ﬁeld diaries, published and other public writings, and even love letters.
The book also sheds new light on the close connections between their
personal lives, their academic work and their anti-segregationist and
anti-apartheid politics. It will be welcomed by anthropologists, historians and students in African Studies interested in the development of
social anthropology in twentieth-century Africa, as well as by students
and researchers in the ﬁeld of Women and Gender Studies.
Andrew Bank is a professor in the History Department at the University
of the Western Cape, South Africa. He was commissioning editor of the
journal Kronos: Southern African Histories from 2001 to 2015 and is a
member of the editorial board of the South African Historical Journal. He
is also the co-editor of Inside African Anthropology: Monica Wilson and
Her Interpreters (Cambridge University Press, 2013). His previous
monographs are on slavery in Cape Town (1991) and the Bleek-Lloyd
Collection of Bushman folklore (2006).
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General editors
LESLIE J. BANK, Human Sciences Research Council, South Africa
HARRI ENGLUND, University of Cambridge
DEBORAH JAMES, London School of Economics and Political Science
ADELINE MASQUELIER, Tulane University
BENJAMIN SOARES, African Studies Centre, Leiden

The International African Library is a major monograph series from the
International African Institute. Theoretically informed ethnographies,
and studies of social relations ‘on the ground’ which are sensitive to
local cultural forms, have long been central to the Institute’s
publications programme. The IAL maintains this strength and extends
it into new areas of contemporary concern, both practical and
intellectual. It includes works focused on the linkages between local,
national and global levels of society; writings on political economy
and power; studies at the interface of the socio-cultural and the
environmental; analyses of the roles of religion, cosmology and ritual
in social organization; and historical studies, especially those of a social,
cultural or interdisciplinary character.
For a list of titles published in the series, please see the end of the book.
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To my wife Anja
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2.4: The trading store run by Mary Soga and her husband at
Ntibane, Western Pondoland (south-east of Mthatha) where
Monica spent seven highly productive months doing
ﬁeldwork. She claimed to have developed her understanding
of Pondo culture through sitting on mealie sacks in the store
and listening to the gossip of clients, like the young Pondo
women in the foreground.
2.5: The ﬁrst of the page-spread features published in the
Illustrated London News of 22 August 1936 in ‘appreciation’ of
Reaction to Conquest. The photographs were selected from the
twenty-eight plates that featured in the book.
2.6: Members of the African Studies Department and senior
students, Fort Hare Native College, 1946. Monica is in the
centre of the middle row. Her friend and colleague Z.K.
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Livingstone Mqotsi is seated at the end of the middle row,
far left.
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bodyguard in Rooiyard, 1933.
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3.5: Photographs from the appendix to Ellen Hellmann’s doctoral
thesis (1939).
3.6: Ellen Hellmann, 1945.
3.7: Ellen Hellmann addressing a public meeting during the
1950s, possibly at Entokozeni, a clinic in Alexandra with
which she was actively involved.
4.1: ‘Shilusako citimene, Audrey!’ (‘Don’t worry about
citimene [tree-cutting], Audrey!’) Audrey researching
methods of agriculture in the ﬁeld, Bembaland,
c October 1933.
4.2: ‘The Hockey Team!’ Audrey and Lorna after a hockey match
at Shiwa Ngandu. Audrey is standing with her stick in her left
hand. Lorna is kneeling in front of the trophy, c 1933.
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4.3: ‘In Swaziland. Rock climb (staged) with Biesheuvels (lecturer
in psychology here [at Wits University]).’ An outstretched
Audrey with Dr Simon Biesheuvel (1908–1991) and two
students on their vacation ﬁeldtrip to Swaziland, July 1938.
4.4: ‘With Biesheuvels and the prettiest student.’ Further
adventures on the Swaziland ﬁeldtrip, July 1938. Audrey is on
the right.
4.5: ‘Descending ravine to a native village. (Ainslie trying to show
that there is no need to be alarmed).’ Audrey, a colleague
and their students on yet another adventurous vacation
ﬁeldtrip, 1939.
5.1: ‘Princess Topi and Hilda Beemer outside her house at
Lobamba.’ This photograph was probably taken by
Malinowski during his fortnight in the ﬁeld with Hilda in
late July and early August 1934.
5.2: ‘Photo of Hilda Kuper in the ﬁeld.’ This photograph was
probably taken by Leo Kuper when he visited her ﬁeld-site on
the eve of her departure for her three-month tour of
Swaziland, beginning in September 1934. From left to right:
Sobhuza II, Hilda Beemer and her guide-cum-research
assistant, standing alongside her car with its TJ (Transvaal,
Johannesburg) registration number.
5.3: ‘Recruits for the gold mines of the Rand lined up with their
papers and bundles, ready to get on the bus for the ﬁrst stage
of their long journey out of Swaziland.’ Photographer Hilda
Beemer, c 1935.
5.4: A photojournalistic sequence capturing an incident in the
Johannesburg city centre in the mid-1940s. It involved
a young milkman falling off a bicycle followed by animated
pavement discussion about the incident between a young
white teenager and a group of stylishly dressed township
youth. It is her eye for the unusual incident, for the personal
and the particular that made her such a gifted story-writer.
5.5: ‘Dolly’s wedding.’ Hilda Kuper’s photograph of her
daughters, Mary (right) and Jenny (left), at a Hindu wedding
celebration in Durban, 1954.
5.6: The Kuper family on a visit to Chatsworth House in
Derbyshire in 1958. Hilda was on a Simons Fellowship at
Manchester University organized by Max Gluckman. Jenny is
on the left alongside Leo, Mary on the right alongside Hilda
and their cousin John Beemer is in the middle.
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5.7: Hilda’s research assistant and later UCLA graduate student,
Thoko Ginindza, doing tape-recorded interviews in the ﬁeld
for Hilda’s biography of Sobhuza II, c 1973. The project
almost derailed when the tape and a mass of other ﬁeld
materials went missing in Johannesburg in 1974 before they
could be posted to Los Angeles.
5.8: Hilda Kuper and Sobhuza II at the Reed Dance in Lobamba
in September 1981.
6.1: Eileen and her university friends, Johannesburg Training
College Hostel, c 1922. From left to right: Louise Jongbloed,
Maisie Eaton, Cato Smuts and Eileen Jensen.
6.2: Envelope labelled ‘July 1926 [sic]: Holiday with Lennie Impey
at W.N.L.A., Zoekmakaar [sic].’ Left to right: Valda Inglis,
Lennox Impey, Eileen Jensen, Cato Smuts.
6.3: Eileen and Jack at the time of their engagement, 1926.
6.4: Deputy South African Prime Minister Jan Smuts visiting
Eileen and Jack at their ﬁeld base, 1937. He later wrote the
Foreword to their book. From left to right: Cato Clark (née
Smuts), Jack Krige, Eileen Krige, Bancroft Clark, Jan Smuts,
two local men and three children (unidentiﬁed).
6.5: Eileen and baby Thor, Durban, 1946.
6.6: Eileen at Modjadji in the early 1980s. She is greeting the late
Mantwa Modjadji who was one of the wives of Modjadji III.
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